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CASE STUDY: PARTIES’ REQUESTS FOR APPEAL  

Appellant/Complainant’s Request for Appeal 

Grounds: 1 – Procedural Irregularity 

Complainant appeals on two grounds of procedural irregularity:  

First, University committed a substantial procedural error by investigating and adjudicating the case under the 

University’s Title IX Grievance Process, which had been published on August 14 – one day after the incident took place, 

but six days before Complainant filed a complaint. Complainant argues that University should only apply the updated 

process to incidents occurring after August 14, and instead should have followed the procedures that were in place at 

the time of the incident (which followed a “single investigator” model and did not include a hearing). Complainant also 

cites technical guidance issued by the Dept. of Education appearing to be consistent with this position.  

According to Complainant, the hearing that is required under the new Title IX regulations (and in University’s updated 

policy) caused Complainant extreme emotional distress, which adversely impacted Complainant’s ability to engage in 

the resolution process.  

Second, Complainant objects to the board having permitted Respondent’s question about Complainant’s past sexual 

history. Complainant points to University’s hearing guidelines that state a complainant’s sexual history is “typically not 

relevant,” and maintains that Complainant’s forced/improper disclosure influenced the hearing board and resulted in a 

reduced sanction of only a suspension (instead of expulsion).  

Due to these procedural errors, Complainant demands that the decision be overturned and the case remanded to be re-

investigated according to the single investigator model procedures that were in place at the time of the incident; or, in 

the alternative, that Respondent’s sanction be amended to an expulsion instead of suspension.   

 

Grounds: 2 – New Substantive Evidence 

In a University-wide “COVID update” email (issued just after the hearing board’s decision letter but before the window 

for appeal closed), the University announced that among COVID-related cost-saving measures, the commuter parking 

garage had been sold by the University to a private company, United Parking Solutions, LLC, in July of 2020. The message 

was intended to notify commuter students that, upon returning to campus after COVID, they would need to pay for 

parking through United, since the lot had been closed throughout the summer and fall semesters and the University had 

no official affiliation with the new owners.  

Complainant offers this new information – which was apparently unbeknownst to the Title IX Coordinator, Investigator, 

or anyone involved in administering the Title IX case – as evidence that the incident actually took place off-campus and 

outside of the “education programs and activities” of University, and therefore should never have been adjudicated 

under the Title IX Grievance Process in the first place.  

Instead, Complainant now asserts that the case should have been heard under a similar – but distinct – resolution 

procedure maintained by University under its Student Code of Conduct. Under the Code of Conduct, sexual misconduct 

alleged to occur off-campus or otherwise outside the jurisdiction of the university may be investigated and adjudicated 

under a “single investigator model,” which does not entail a hearing or cross-examination.  

Complainant asserts that the hearing caused Complainant extreme emotional distress, and the manner in which cross-

examination was conducted caused the hearing board impermissibly to consider evidence that led them to conclude 
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that a mere suspension for Respondent was more appropriate than an expulsion. Had the alternative single investigator 

process instead been used, Complainant asserts that they would have been better able to advocate for their own 

perspective on the incident, and University would have arrived at a different conclusion as to the severity of 

Respondent’s conduct.  

As a remedy in light of this new evidence, Complainant maintains that the hearing board should either amend the 

sanction to result in expulsion or overturn the decision entirely and remand the case for a new investigation and 

resolution under the Code of Conduct.  

 

Appellant/Respondent’s Request for Appeal 

Grounds: 3 – Conflict of Interest/Bias 

Respondent’s appeal asserts that University’s Title IX Coordinator, Investigator, and the 3-person hearing board were all 

biased against respondents generally and against Respondent specifically. Respondent alleges that taken together, these 

biases resulted in an erroneous outcome (finding of responsible) and unnecessarily punitive sanction (suspension).  

To support this assertion, Respondent points to several articles published in University’s student newspaper over the 

past two years publicly criticizing University’s responses to various sexual assaults reported by students on campus. The 

articles portray University in a negative light (i.e., not “survivor-centered”). Respondent alleges that these articles, along 

with the pressure exerted on universities by the Office for Civil Rights of the Obama-era Department of Education 

through various guidance documents (including the 2011 Dear Colleague Letter, 2014 Q&A, and related guidance), 

created an inherent bias by the administrators against respondents, generally.  

According to Respondent, this bias was evidenced by the fact that University did not immediately undertake any 

changes to its Title IX policies despite the Trump-era OCR’s rescinding of the 2011 DCL and other guidance. Furthermore, 

Respondent provided screenshots of various social media posts by Investigator in 2016 suggesting that Investigator 

would “always stand up for the rights of victims, no matter what”, and a public comment submitted in 2019 by 

University’s Title IX Coordinator critical of OCR’s proposed Title IX rule (specifically condemning the proposed right to a 

hearing with cross-examination).  

Furthermore, Respondent alleges that during the actual hearing (which did include the right to cross-examination), 7 out 

of 10 questions Respondent posed to Complainant (through Respondent’s advisor) were disallowed by the hearing 

board as being “not relevant”, whereas all 15 questions posed to Respondent by Complainant (through Complainant’s 

advisor) were permitted.  

Further still, Respondent maintains that since University has moved its entire operation remotely due to COVID-19, 

Respondent presents no risk to Complainant or other students; so the imposition of suspension is capricious and further 

evidence of bias against Respondent.  

In sum, Respondent maintains that the entire investigation and hearing procedures were akin to a “kangaroo court,” 

where Respondent was the victim of University’s attempt to win favor to survivors by striving to “make an example” out 

of Respondent. According to Respondent, the immense public pressure under which University was operating, the open 

hostility towards respondents by Title IX Coordinator and Investigator, and the specific way in which Respondent was 

treated less favorably than Complainant during the hearing demonstrated clear and compelling evidence of improper 

bias against respondents generally and against Respondent individually.  
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Accordingly, Respondent demands that the findings of the hearing board be vacated and the case re-investigated and re-

heard by a truly impartial third party, with oversight by a deputized external Title IX Coordinator, as necessary. 

 

Breakout Group Processing Questions: 

1. What information is necessary for you to make an informed decision? Is anything missing from the info 
provided? 

2. What is the central question that needs to be answered (the “crux of the matter”)? 
3. Are you persuaded by either party’s argument? Why? 
4. What questions do you still have? 

 

 


